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Exhibit 55 at 5; see also id. at 6.  

 On information and belief, iFit uses the patented ABR technology to facilitate 

streaming video content on the Accused ICON Products. 

b. ProForm-Brand Accused ICON Products 

 The ProForm-brand Accused ICON Products include the following:7 

Type Model Asserted Claims 
Stationary 

Bikes 
ProForm Studio Bike Pro 
ProForm Studio Bike Pro 22 

All Asserted Claims 

Treadmills 

ProForm Carbon T7 
ProForm Carbon T10 
ProForm Pro 2000 
ProForm Pro 9000 

All Asserted Claims 

Elliptical 
Trainer 

ProForm Carbon E7 
ProForm E14 

All Asserted Claims 

Strength 
Trainers 

ProForm Carbon HIIT H7 
ProForm Pro HIIT H14 

All Asserted Claims 

Rowing 
Machine 

ProForm Pro R10 
All Asserted Claims 

Flat Panel 
Fitness Device 

Vue 
All Asserted Claims 

 
 On information and belief, ICON sells these ProForm-brand Accused ICON 

Products throughout the United States via numerous streams of commerce, including via the Internet 

and “brick and mortar” retailers like Best Buy and DICK’s Sporting Goods.  Exhibit 56; Exhibit 

57.  ICON also sells ProForm-brand Accused ICON Products throughout the United States via its 

ProForm website: http://www.proform.com.  Exhibit 58.  

 Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.12(a)(9)(x), photographs representing the 

ProForm-brand Accused ICON Products are reproduced in Exhibit 59. 

 
7 This identification of specific models or types of products is not intended to limit the scope of 
the investigation or any remedy that may issue.  The Commission’s investigation and any remedy 
should extend to all products that infringe the Asserted Claims of the Asserted Patents, regardless 
of source. 
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c. FreeMotion-Brand Accused ICON Products 

 The FreeMotion-brand Accused ICON Products include the following:8 

Type Model Asserted Claims 

Stationary 
Bikes 

FreeMotion r22.9 
FreeMotion u22.9 
FreeMotion Coachbike 

All Asserted Claims 

Treadmills 
FreeMotion i22.9 Incline Trainer 
FreeMotion t22.9 Reflex Treadmill 

All Asserted Claims 

Elliptical 
Trainer 

FreeMotion e22.9 Elliptical 
All Asserted Claims 

 
 On information and belief, ICON and FreeMotion sell these FreeMotion-brand 

Accused ICON Products throughout the United States via FreeMotion’s website: 

https://freemotionfitness.com/.  See Exhibit 60; Exhibit 61; see also Exhibit 62 (“The 22 SERIES 

will feature industry-leading products including the REFLEX™ Treadmill, Incline Trainer, and 

CoachBike™ and will be available from late 2020.”). 

 Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.12(a)(9)(x), photographs representing the 

FreeMotion-brand Accused ICON Products are reproduced in Exhibit 63. 

d. NordicTrack-Brand Accused ICON Products 

 The NordicTrack-brand Accused ICON Products include the following:9 

Type Model Asserted Claims 

Stationary 
Bikes 

NordicTrack Commercial S15i 
NordicTrack Commercial S22i 
NordicTrack Commercial VR25 
NordicTrack Commercial R35 
NordicTrack Commercial VU 19 
NordicTrack Commercial VU 29 

All Asserted Claims 

 
8 See supra note 7. 
9 See supra note 7. 
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Type Model Asserted Claims 

Treadmills 

NordicTrack X22i 
NordicTrack X32i 
NordicTrack Commercial 1750 
NordicTrack Commercial 2450 
NordicTrack Commercial 2950 
NordicTrack EXP 7i 
NordicTrack EXP10i 
NordicTrack T 6.5 Si 

All Asserted Claims 

Elliptical 
Trainers 

NordicTrack FS10i 
NordicTrack FS14i 
NordicTrack Commercial 9.9 
NordicTrack Commercial 14.9 
NordicTrack SpaceSaver SE9i 

All Asserted Claims 

Strength 
Trainers 

NordicTrack Fusion CST 
NordicTrack Fusion CST Pro 

All Asserted Claims 

Rowing 
Machines 

NordicTrack RW600 
NordicTrack RW700 
NordicTrack RW900 

All Asserted Claims 

Flat-Panel 
Fitness Devices 

NordicTrack Vault (Standalone) 
NordicTrack Vault (Complete) 

All Asserted Claims 

 
 On information and belief, ICON and NordicTrack sell the NordicTrack-brand 

Accused ICON Products throughout the United States via numerous streams of commerce, including 

via Internet and “brick and mortar” retailers like Best Buy, DICK’s Sporting Goods, and Amazon.  

Exhibit 64; Exhibit 65; Exhibit 66.  ICON and NordicTrack also sell NordicTrack-brand Accused 

ICON Products throughout the United States via NordicTrack’s website: 

http://www.nordictrack.com.  Exhibit 67.  

 Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.12(a)(9)(x), photographs representing the 

NordicTrack-brand Accused ICON Products are reproduced in Exhibit 68. 

e. Representative Accused ICON Product 

 On information and belief, the NordicTrack Commercial S15i Studio Cycle 

(Model: NTEX05119, SKU: 6325747) (the “NordicTrack S15i”) is representative of the Accused 

ICON Products for purposes of assessing infringement.   
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 On information and belief, the NordicTrack Commercial S15i Studio Cycle 

includes the same, or functionally the same, iFit software as all the other Accused ICON Products.  

Exhibit 53; Exhibit 69.  The iFit software supports streaming video content to the Accused ICON 

Products via the Internet.  Exhibit 54; Exhibit 55.  Thus, the NordicTrack Commercial S15i Studio 

Cycle is representative of the Accused ICON Products in terms of the software it uses to stream 

video content. 

 On information and belief, all of the Accused ICON Products include an integral 

Android tablet to run the iFit software and stream video content over the Internet, including the 

NordicTrack Commercial S15i Studio Cycle.  Exhibit 70 at 3 (explaining how iFit “integrat[ed] the 

first-ever Android tablet with workout equipment”); Exhibit 71 at 1 (asking “Does your equipment 

have a touchscreen tablet?” and responding that “If you answered Yes, that means you have an 

enabled machine with a built-in Android tablet on your console.”).  Thus, the NordicTrack 

Commercial S15i Studio Cycle also is representative of the Accused ICON Products in terms of the 

hardware it uses to stream video content. 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 1 and 8 of the ’564 

Patent to the NordicTrack S15i is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 72 at ICON-1 – ICON-

68. 10 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 16 and 30 of the ’554 

Patent to the NordicTrack S15i is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 72 at ICON-69 – ICON-

129. 

 
10 Page numbers refer to the “ICON-” page numbers at the bottom right. 
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 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 10 and 26 of the ’555 

Patent to the NordicTrack S15i is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 72 at ICON-130 – ICON-

200. 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claim 1 of the ’156 Patent to 

the NordicTrack S15i is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 72 at ICON-201 – ICON-232. 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 14 and 28 of the ’680 

Patent to the NordicTrack S15i is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 72 at ICON-233 – ICON-

293. 

2. The MIRROR Respondents 

 On information and belief, the MIRROR Respondents import and sell in the United 

States flat-panel fitness devices that infringe the Asserted Patents (collectively, the “Accused 

MIRROR Products”).   

a. Accused MIRROR Products 

 The Accused MIRROR Products include a flat-panel fitness device called the 

Mirror.  The Mirror is a “nearly invisible home gym” that allows users to stream live and on-demand 

workouts on an immersive display.  Exhibit 73; see also Exhibit 21; Exhibit 74.11 

Type Model Asserted Claims 
Flat-Panel 

Fitness Device 
The Mirror All Asserted Claims 

 

 Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.12(a)(9)(x), a photograph representing the 

Accused MIRROR Products is reproduced below: 

 
11 See supra note 7. 
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Exhibit 73 at 1–2. 

 On information and belief, the Mirror is sold and offered for sale in the United 

States by both Curiouser and lululemon. 

 On information and belief, Curiouser sells the Accused MIRROR Products on its 

website at https://www.mirror.co/shop/mirror.  Exhibit 25.  According to its website, Curiouser has 

37 showrooms in the United States.  Exhibit 75.  These showrooms offer interested customers an 
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opportunity to see and test the Accused MIRROR Products.  Id. (“Seeing is believing. Visit a 

showroom to try a sample workout and experience the Mirror for yourself.”).  On information and 

belief, interested customers can also order the Accused MIRROR Products from the showroom with 

the assistance of a showroom employee. 

 On information and belief, lululemon sells and/or facilitates the sale of the Accused 

MIRROR Products at least because (1) numerous lululemon stores double as showrooms for the 

Accused MIRROR Products and (2) lululemon advertises the Accused MIRROR Products via 

various media platforms (e.g., the lululemon website and televised commercials).  See id. 

(identifying 36 of the 37 MIRROR showrooms as being located within a lululemon store); 60. Brynn 

Putnam, Founder & CEO of Mirror, FITT INSIDER WITH JOE VENNARE, at  20:50 (Dec. 8, 2020), 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/60-brynn-putnam-founder-ceo-of-

mirror/id1481418164?i=1000501704754 (“FITT Insider Podcast”) (stating that MIRROR 

“launched” in lululemon stores for holiday this  year [2020]”); see also Exhibit 22 (offering 

MIRROR “from lululemon”); MIRROR Commercial 2020 (USA), YOUTUBE (Oct. 5, 2020), 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUbNcNjva4w (offering MIRROR “from lululemon”).   

 On information and belief, the Accused MIRROR Products are expected to be in 

hundreds of lululemon stores by the end of 2021.  FITT Insider Podcast at  21:15 & 22:55 (stating: 

“to be able to do that sort of a retail store rollout in such a quick amount of time with an eye towards 

hundreds of stores next year [] is just really exciting” and “the store rollout [] is one of our main 

focuses for holiday [2020] and into the new year [2021]” (emphasis added)). 

b. The MIRROR Respondents’ Infringement of the Asserted 
Patents 

 On information and belief, Curiouser distributes live and on-demand content via the 

Internet for the Accused MIRROR Products.  Exhibit 21 at 3 (“For just $39 per month, up to six 
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household members get . . . access to all of MIRROR’s live and on-demand classes.  Each user can 

take a class on The Mirror, or stream classes to their phone, tablet, or TV!”).  According to Curiouser, 

the software on the Accused MIRROR Products facilitates the delivery of a “uniquely immersive, 

and personalized workout experience” that “adapts to the needs of an individual user in real-time.”  

Exhibit 76.  Although it is possible to preload the Accused MIRROR Products with limited content, 

streaming enables subscribers to enjoy full access of Curiouser’s content, including its live classes.  

See Exhibit 77 (“We offer an option to preload . . . classes from our On Demand library to optimize 

your streaming experience and prevent buffering throughout your workout.  It is not currently 

possible to preload a Live Class, Personal Training Session or MIRROR Digital.”). 

 Below is an example of a live streamed fitness class using the Accused MIRROR 

Products: 

   
 
Exhibit 78 at 1–2. 
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 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 1 and 8 of the ’564 

Patent to the Mirror is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 79 at MIRROR-1 – MIRROR-70.12 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 16 and 30 of the ’554 

Patent to the Mirror is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 79 at MIRROR-71 – MIRROR-138. 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 10 and 26 of the ’555 

Patent to the Mirror is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 79 at MIRROR-139 – MIRROR-206. 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claim 1 of the ’156 Patent to 

the Mirror is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 79 at MIRROR-207 – MIRROR-239. 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 14 and 28 of the ’680 

Patent to the Mirror is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 79 at MIRROR-240 – MIRROR-305. 

3. Peloton 

 On information and belief, Peloton imports and sells in the United States stationary 

bikes and treadmills that infringe the Asserted Patents.   

a. Accused Peloton Products 

 The Accused Peloton Products include the following:13 

Type Model Asserted Patents 
Stationary 

Bikes 
Peloton Bike 
Peloton Bike+ 

All Asserted Claims 

Treadmills 
Peloton Tread 
Peloton Tread+ 

All Asserted Claims 

 
 On information and belief, Peloton sells its products through its “brick and mortar” 

retail stores—which Peloton refers to as “showrooms”—and via its website.  In its most recent 

investor newsletter, Peloton identified a total of 103 showrooms globally.  Exhibit 80, at 5.  The 

majority of these showrooms are in the United States.  See Exhibit 81.  A map provided on Peloton’s 

 
12 Page numbers refer to the “MIRROR-” page numbers at the bottom right. 
13 See supra note 7. 
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website—https://www.onepeloton.com/showrooms—shows the below locations in the United 

States: 

 
 
Exhibit 81.   

 On information and belief, Peloton also operates the website 

https://www.onepeloton.com/, through which it sells the Accused Peloton Products.  See Exhibit 82 

(showing accused stationary bikes being offered for sale); Exhibit 83 (showing accused treadmills 

being offered for sale); Exhibit 84 (identifying Peloton Interactive, Inc. as the operator of 

https://www.onepeloton.com/). 

 On information and belief, Peloton is a distributor of live and on-demand content 

via the Internet for the Accused Peloton Products.  Exhibit 32, at 11.  Peloton describes its products 

and services as an “interactive fitness platform” that “pioneered connected, technology-enabled 

fitness with the creation of its interactive fitness equipment” and “streaming of immersive, 

instructor-led boutique classes.”  Id. at 9.  High quality streaming technology is at the core of the 

Peloton experience, as explained by Peloton’s Chief Technology Officer, Yony Feng, in an interview 

with Sarah Lacy of Startups.com: 
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Streaming is the core experience. The worst thing we can do is have 
an interruption to the experience of riding. Over the past year and 
half what we started building is a system where the tablet is sending 
anonymous metrics to us, such as, out of the last thirty seconds how 
did you buffer and how did you not buffer? The question we always 
want to know the answer to is: First, is every one of our users 
experiencing a streaming problem now? If so then the studio has a 
problem and it’s impacting the user base worldwide. 

In a lot of cases streaming problems are a combination with some of 
the set ups people have. Think about the bike. It isn’t necessarily in 
the same location as your AppleTV, which is usually right next to 
the router or modem.  There’s a combination of wifi density and 
distance from the router. We are looking at ways to long term solve 
that problem, maybe through a more powerful antenna. 

Exhibit 85 at 5. 

 Below is an example of a live streamed fitness class using the Accused Peloton 

Products: 

 

 Pursuant to Commission Rule 210.12(a)(9)(x), photographs representing each of 

the Accused Peloton Products are reproduced in Exhibit 86. 
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b. Representative Accused Peloton Product 

 On information and belief, the Peloton Bike is representative of the Accused 

Peloton Products for purposes of assessing infringement.   

 On information and belief, the Peloton Bike includes the same Peloton software as 

all the other Accused Peloton Products.  Exhibit 87 (comparing console setup, menu layout and 

content features of Peloton Bike and Peloton Thread).  The Peloton software supports streaming 

video content to the Accused Peloton Products via the Internet.  See Exhibit 48 at 31; Exhibit 49 at 

11; Exhibit 50 at 13–14; Exhibit 51 at 22; see also Exhibit 32, at 45 (“the ability of our Members 

to access the content on our platform could be diminished by a number of factors, including 

Members’ inability to access the Internet . . .”); Exhibit 88, at 6 (“Our Connected Fitness 

Subscriptions . . . provide unlimited access to all live and on-demand classes.  Our Connected Fitness 

Subscription allows Members to access classes through our Connected Fitness Products, compete 

on our motivating leaderboard, track performance metrics, and connect and interact with the broader 

Peloton community.”).  Thus, the Peloton Bike is representative of the Accused Peloton Products in 

terms of the software it uses to stream video content. 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 1 and 8 of the ’564 

Patent to the Peloton Bike is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 89 at PELOTON-1 – 

PELOTON-74.14 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 16 and 30 of the ’554 

Patent to the Peloton Bike is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 89 at PELOTON-75 – 

PELOTON-138. 

 
14 Page numbers refer to the “PELOTON-” page numbers at the bottom right. 
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 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 10 and 26 of the ’555 

Patent to the Peloton Bike is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 89 at PELOTON-139 – 

PELOTON-194. 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claim 1 of the ’156 Patent to 

the Peloton Bike is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 89 at PELOTON-195 – PELOTON-227. 

 An exemplary claim chart that applies independent Claims 14 and 28 of the ’680 

Patent to the Peloton Bike is attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 89 at PELOTON-228 – 

PELOTON-293. 

VII. SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF UNFAIR IMPORTATION AND SALE 

 The Proposed Respondents unlawfully import into the United States, sell for 

importation, and/or sell within the United States after importation, the infringing fitness devices, 

streaming components thereof, and systems containing same, of which the Proposed Respondents 

are owners, importers, and/or consignees.  These acts of the Proposed Respondents constitute 

specific instances in which the Proposed Respondents have violated Section 337. 

 Through its own purchase and analysis of representative samples of Accused 

Products, DISH has obtained information evidencing the sale for importation, importation, and/or 

sale after importation in the United States of infringing fitness devices, streaming components 

thereof, and systems containing same by each Proposed Respondent.  This evidence includes country 

of origin marking on the Accused Products themselves, importation and shipping documentation, 

and other publicly available information that shows that infringing fitness devices, streaming 

components thereof, and systems containing same were manufactured abroad, imported into the 

United States, (in some instances) assembled into other products in the United States, and sold in 

the United States after importation. 
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 On information and belief, all of the Accused Products, which include infringing 

streaming components, are manufactured in Taiwan and China, imported into the United States, (in 

some instances) assembled into other products in the United States, and sold in the United States 

after importation.  

 On information and belief, the Proposed Respondents maintain commercially 

significant inventory of Accused Products in the United States, which DISH expects to establish 

through discovery. 

 Specific instances of importation of the Accused Products from Taiwan and China,  

and the sale of the Accused Products in the United States after importation from Taiwan and China, 

are set forth below, and are representative, non-limiting examples of unlawful imports and/or sales 

of fitness devices, streaming components thereof, and systems containing same that infringe the 

Asserted Patents. 

A. The ICON Respondents 

 On information and belief, ICON and its subsidiaries FreeMotion and NordicTrack 

(i.e., the ICON Respondents) are importing, selling for importation, and/or selling within the United 

States after importation infringing stationary bikes, treadmills, elliptical trainers, strength trainers, 

rowing machines, and flat-panel fitness devices (i.e., the Accused ICON Products) under the brand 

names ProForm, FreeMotion, and NordicTrack. 

 Prior to filing the Complaint, DISH purchased a representative example of the 

Accused ICON Products in the United States.  A copy of the receipt is included in 

CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 90. 

 On information and belief, the Accused ICON Products sold in the United States 

are manufactured in China.  The representative example of the Accused ICON Products that was 

purchased in the United States is marked “Made in China”:  
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CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 90 at 6.   

 On information and belief, the iFit software is installed on the Accused ICON 

Products, or components thereof, prior to importation and thus, the Accused ICON Products, or 

components thereof, are imported into the United States with the iFit software installed.  See, e.g., 

Exhibit 55 at 5 (describing iFit as being “[b]uilt into your machine”).  

1. ProForm-Brand Accused ICON Products 

 On information and belief, ICON is importing, selling for importation, and/or 

selling within the United States after importation the ProForm-brand Accused ICON Products.  Bills 

of lading show that each of the following ProForm-brand Accused ICON Products has been imported 

into the United States: 

Product Name Exercise Device 
Product Model 

Number 
Bill of Lading Number 

Studio Bike Pro Stationary Bike PFEX16718 OERT202720K00056 
Studio Bike Pro 22 Stationary Bike PFEX92220 OERT202720K00059 

Carbon T7 Treadmill PFTL87720 MEDUXE104088 
Carbon T10 Treadmill PFTL99920 MEDUXE104070 

Pro 2000 Treadmill PFTL12820 SUDUN1KXM002095X 
Pro 9000 Treadmill PFTL15820 SUDUN1KXM001533X 

Carbon E7 Elliptical Trainer PFEL59920 BKGAF21011005 
Pro E14 Elliptical Trainer PFEL41320 BKGAF2101960 

Carbon HIIT H7 Elliptical Trainer PFEL09920 BKGAF2012078 
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Pro HIIT H14 Elliptical Trainer PFEL01420 OERT202720J0060S 
 
See Exhibit 91.  Listed in the table above are (1) the model number, or SKU, corresponding to 

each ProForm-brand Accused ICON Product and (2) the number of the bill of lading that shows 

the importation of that product into the United States.  See Exhibit 92. 

 As an example, Bill of Lading No. SUDUN1KXM001533X shows the importation 

of goods identified as “EXERCISE EQUIPMENT PO 221834 SKU PFTL15820” in Container 2 

(Container No. CAAU5775284).  See Exhibit 91, at 41.  According to an ICON website, SKU 

“PFTL15820” is assigned to ProForm’s Pro 9000 treadmill.  See Exhibit 92, at 1 & 7.   Bill of 

Lading No. SUDUN1KXM001533X therefore shows that these goods were shipped from China to 

the United States and arrived at the Illinois International Port District in Chicago, Illinois on March 

23, 2021.  Exhibit 91, at 41.  The other bills of lading in Exhibit 91 show the importation of the 

other ProForm-brand Accused ICON Products in a similar manner. 

 On information and belief, ICON also is importing, selling for importation, and/or 

selling within the United States after importation the Vue flat-panel fitness device and R10 rowing 

machine.  Although these products are not separately listed in any of the bills of lading that 

Complainants were able to locate for ProForm, all ICON products are believed to be manufactured 

abroad, including the Vue flat-panel fitness device and R10 rowing machine.  See supra ¶ 7.10; infra 

¶¶ 7.13, 7.15, 7.16 & 7.18.  And the Vue flat-panel fitness device and R10 rowing machine currently 

are listed as “in stock” and available for purchase via ProForm’s U.S. website. See Exhibit 92 at 4, 

28 & 29.  Complainants therefore believe that ICON is importing, selling for importation, and/or 

selling within the United States after importation the Vue flat-panel fitness device and R10 rowing 

machine.   
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2. FreeMotion-Brand Accused ICON Products 

 On information and belief, ICON and FreeMotion are importing, selling for 

importation, and/or selling within the United States after importation the FreeMotion COACHBIKE 

stationary bike.  Bill of Lading No. RSLCTP20A04738 shows that the goods in Container 1 

(Container No. GESU5504360) of a particular shipment included at least one “COACHBIKE CVR,” 

and that the container was marked as including a “MODEL NO.: FMEX82820.”  See Exhibit 93 at 

1 & 2.  According to FreeMotion literature, the model number “FMEX82820” is assigned to 

FreeMotion’s COACHBIKE stationary bike.  See Exhibit 94 at 1.   Bill of Lading No. 

RSLCTP20A04738 therefore shows that at least one FreeMotion COACHBIKE stationary bike was 

shipped from Taiwan to the United States and arrived at the Port of Los Angeles in Los Angeles, 

California on December 15, 2020.  Exhibit 93.   

 On information and belief, ICON and FreeMotion continue to import, sell for 

importation, and/or sell within the United States after importation the FreeMotion COACHBIKE 

stationary bike.  Notably, FreeMotion’s U.S. website shows that, as of April 5, 2021, the FreeMotion 

COACHBIKE stationary bike is available for purchase.  See Exhibit 95, at 1–2; see also Exhibit 

96, at 1 (showing a COACHBIKE in purchaser’s shopping cart on April 5, 2021).   

 On information and belief, ICON and FreeMotion also are importing, selling for 

importation, and/or selling within the United States after importation the FreeMotion i22.9 and t22.9 

treadmills.  Although these products are not separately listed in any of the bills of lading that 

Complainants were able to locate for FreeMotion, all FreeMotion products are believed to be 

manufactured abroad, including the i22.9 and t22.9 treadmills.  See supra ¶¶ 7.10 & 7.13; infra ¶¶ 

7.16 & 7.18; see also Exhibit 97 (showing importation data for FreeMotion exercise equipment, 

including treadmills, recumbent bikes, ellipticals, and upright bikes).  And the i22.9 and t22.9 

treadmills currently are available for purchase via FreeMotion’s U.S. website.  See Exhibit 95, at 6–
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7 & 11–12; see also CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 96, at 1 (showing i22.9 and t22.9 treadmills in 

purchaser’s shopping cart on April 5, 2021).  Complainants therefore believe that ICON and 

FreeMotion are importing, selling for importation, and/or selling within the United States after 

importation the i22.9 and t22.9 treadmills.  Complainants expressly reserve the right to supplement 

this Complaint with documentation regarding ICON’s and FreeMotion’s importation activities 

regarding FreeMotion’s r22.9 bikes, u22.9 bikes, and e22.9 ellipticals. 

3. NordicTrack-Brand Accused ICON Products 

 On information and belief, ICON and NordicTrack are importing, selling for 

importation, and/or selling within the United States after importation NordicTrack-brand Accused 

ICON Products.  Exemplary bills of lading show that each of the following NordicTrack-brand 

Accused ICON Products has been imported into the United States: 

Product Name Exercise Device 
Product Model 

Number 
Exemplary Bill of Lading 

Number 
Commercial S15i Studio 

Cycle 
Stationary Bike NTEX05121 ONEYXMNB08659500 

Commercial S22i Studio 
Cycle 

Stationary Bike 
 

NTEX02121 
CMDUNBHY821823 

Commercial VR25 Stationary Bike NTEX89918 MAEU207273650 
Commercial R35 Stationary Bike NTEX14921 MAEU207867189 

Commercial VU 19 Stationary Bike NTEX76918 MAEU208991270 
X22i Treadmill NTL29221 MIGCXM20121369 
X32i Treadmill NTL39221 CMDUXIA0576447 

Commercial 1750 Treadmill NTL14221 PNDITXGCHIW05050 
Commercial 2450 Treadmill NTL17221 SUDUN1KXM001533X 
Commercial 2950 Treadmill NTL19221 MEDUXE378955 

EXP 7i Treadmill NTL10421 MEDUXE261342 
EXP 10i Treadmill NTL15421 SUDUN0KXM022739X 
T 6.5 Si Treadmill NTL17919 SUDUN0KXM015739X 
FS10i Elliptical Trainer NTEL71320 MAEU207989136 
FS14i Elliptical Trainer NTEL71620 EGLV146000921402 

Commercial 9.9 Elliptical Trainer NTEL79820 RSLCSNAF2102109A 
Commercial 14.9 Elliptical Trainer NTEL71420 RSLCSNAF2103438A 
SpaceSaver SE9i Elliptical Trainer NTEL14416 RSLCNBAF2012142A 

RW600 Rowing Machine NTRW10121 MAEU207745197 
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RW900 Rowing Machine NTRW19147 OOLU2116155920 
Fusion CST Strength Trainer NTSY19916 MAEU207989136 

Fusion CST Pro Strength Trainer NTSY24918F MEDUXE381314 
Vault (Standalone) Flat-Panel NTB15019 MEDUXE378609 
Vault (Complete) Flat-Panel NTB15019B MEDUXE378609 

 
See Exhibit 98.  Listed in the table above are (1) the model number, or SKU, corresponding to 

each NordicTrack-brand Accused ICON Product and (2) the number of the bill of lading that shows 

the importation of that product into the United States.  See Exhibit 99. 

 As an example, Bill of Lading No. MAEU207989136 shows the importation of 

goods identified as “NTEL71320 EL, NT FREESTRIDE TRAINER FS10I” and “NTSY19916 SY, 

NORDICTRACK FUSION CST” in Containers 2 (Container No. MIEU3004718) and 3 (Container 

No. HASU5202459) of a particular shipment, respectively.  See Exhibit 98, at 62–65.  According 

to the NordicTrack website, the model number “NTEL71320” is assigned to NordicTrack’s FS10i 

elliptical trainer and the model number “NTSY19916” is assigned to NordicTrack’s Fusion CST 

strength trainer.  See Exhibit 99, at 3, 4, 132 & 155.   Bill of Lading No. MAEU207989136 shows 

that these goods were shipped from China to the United States and arrived at Baltimore, Maryland 

on March 17, 2021.  Exhibit 98 at 62.  In a similar manner, the other bills of lading in Exhibit 98 

show the importation of each of the other NordicTrack-brand Accused ICON Products listed in the 

table above. 

 On information and belief, ICON and NordicTrack also are importing, selling for 

importation, and/or selling within the United States after importation the NordicTrack Commercial 

VU 29 stationary bike and the RW700 rowing machine.  Although these products are not separately 

listed in any of the bills of lading that Complainants were able to locate for NordicTrack, all 

NordicTrack products are believed to be manufactured abroad, including the Commercial VU 29 

stationary bike and the RW700 rowing machine.  See supra ¶¶ 7.10, 7.13, 7.15, & 7.16; see also 
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Exhibit 100 (showing importation data for NordicTrack exercise equipment, including treadmills, 

recumbent bikes, ellipticals, upright bikes, rowers).  And the Commercial VU 29 stationary bike and 

RW700 rowing machine currently are available for purchase via NordicTrack’s U.S. website.  See 

Exhibit 99, at 66 & 167; see also id., at 1 & 4 (showing Commercial VU 29 and RW700 in 

purchaser’s shopping cart on March 31, 2021).  Complainants therefore believe that ICON and 

NordicTrack are importing, selling for importation, and/or selling within the United States after 

importation the NordicTrack Commercial VU 29 stationary bike and the RW700 rowing machine. 

B. The MIRROR Respondents 

 On information and belief, lululemon and Curiouser (i.e., the MIRROR 

Respondents) are importing, selling for importation, and/or selling within the United States after 

importation infringing flat-panel fitness devices under the brand name Mirror. 

 Prior to filing the Complaint, examples of the Accused MIRROR Products were 

purchased in the United States.  Copies of the receipts are included in CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 

101.   

 On information and belief, the Accused MIRROR Products are assembled in the 

United States from components that are imported into the United States.  See CONFIDENTIAL 

Exhibit 101 at 4 (showing “Assembled in the United States”); Exhibit 25 at 1 (showing that the 

Mirror hardware comprises, inter alia, a “full HD 1080p display,” a “Quad core processor,” “2 x 10 

watt high-fidelity stereo speakers,” and an “embedded omnidirectional microphone”); Exhibit 102 

(showing boards, LCD panels, microphones, and speakers being imported into the United States). 

 On information and belief, the component of the Accused MIRROR Products that 

enables video streaming over the internet is a single board computer.  For example, a U.S. patent 

issued to Curiouser states: “The smart mirror 100 may include a single board computer (SBC) 110 

used to control, in part, the operation of various subcomponents in the smart mirror 100 and to 
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manage the flow of content to/from the smart mirror 100.”  Exhibit 103 at 10:15–18 (emphasis 

added).   

 On information and belief, photographic images of the single board computer used 

in the Accused MIRROR Products were included in a 2018 application to the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC ID: 2AOSD-RLSYM1R0).  See Exhibit 104 at 7–8.  As shown 

in the photographs, the single board computer bears a “Made In China” marking: 

 

 

 

Id., at 8 (annotated).  The Accused MIRROR Products therefore include a key, infringing component 

that is imported into the United States. 

C. Peloton 

 On information and belief, Peloton is importing, selling for importation, and/or 

selling within the United States after importation infringing stationary bikes and treadmills. 
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 Prior to filing the Complaint, a representative example of the Accused Peloton 

Products was purchased in the United States.  A copy of the receipt is included in CONFIDENTIAL 

Exhibit 105. 

 On information and belief, the Accused Peloton Products sold in the United States 

are imported from China and Taiwan.  For example, the packaging for the representative example 

of the Accused Peloton Products that was purchased in the United States is marked “Made in 

Taiwan”:  

 

CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 105.  Other Peloton products are marked “Made in China”: 

 

 As an example of an importation from Taiwan, Bill of Lading No. 

PGDHFLEX611947 shows Peloton importing goods identified as “exercise bike[s]” into the United 

States from Tonic Fitness Technology, Inc. (“Tonic”), which is located in Taiwan.  Exhibit 106 at 

1.  Tonic is a stationary bike manufacturer that became a subsidiary of Peloton in October 2019 to 
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provide Peloton with “greater control over [its] supply chain.”  See Exhibit 80, at 5.  On information 

and belief, Tonic manufactures a majority of Peloton’s stationary bikes.   

 Bill of Lading No. EXDO6810783913 is another example of an importation of 

stationary bikes from Taiwan.  This bill of lading shows that Peloton imported two containers of 

goods identified as “fully assembled stationary spin bike” from Taiwan.  See Exhibit 106 at 5–6.  

This shipment arrived at the Port of Long Beach in Long, Beach, California on January 19, 2021.  

Id. 

 On information and belief, Peloton treadmills also are manufactured in Taiwan.  

Bill of Lading No. EXDO6810789516 shows that Peloton imported goods identified as “Peloton 

Tread-Base” from Taiwan.  See Exhibit 106 at 15–19.  These goods arrived at the Port of Los 

Angeles in Los Angeles, California on March 20, 2021.  Id. at 15. 

 Another exemplary bill of lading—Bill of Lading No. EXDO6810777045—shows 

Peloton importing goods identified as “Peloton Tread-Base” from China.  Exhibit 106 at 9–13.  This 

same bill of lading shows that each container associated with this shipment included a “Rexon” 

marking.  Id.  On information and belief, the “Rexon” marking is an identifier for Taiwanese 

company Rexon Industrial Corp. Ltd. (“Rexon”), which is located in Taiwan and is one of Peloton’s 

manufacturing partners.  See Exhibit 107; Exhibit 108; Exhibit 109.  Rexon has been identified as 

manufacturing more than 90% of Peloton’s treadmills and 25% of Peloton’s stationary bikes.  

Exhibit 107. 

 Yet another exemplary bill of lading—Bill of Lading No. UASI7789983212—

shows Peloton importing goods identified as “cycle console[s]” from InnoComm Mobile 

Technology Corp. (“InnoComm”) in Taiwan. Exhibit 106 at 21–23; see also Exhibit 110 

(identifying InnoComm as a Taiwanese company offering customers a “one-stop shop solution, from 
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mechanical design, hardware, software, to testing and certification”); Exhibit 111 (showing that 

InnoComm sells hardware including a “touch console”).  On information and belief, the “cycle 

consoles” identified in this bill of lading are infringing display consoles that are integrated into one 

or more of the Accused Peloton Products.   

 On information and belief, software enabling infringement by the Accused Peloton 

Products is installed on the Accused Peloton Products, or components thereof, prior to importation 

and thus, the Accused Peloton Products, or components thereof, are imported into the United States 

with the software enabling infringement already installed.  See, e.g., Exhibit 48 at 29 (showing that 

all that is required to access and stream content after setting up fitness device is to “log in” after 

powering up the device); Exhibit 49 at 16 (same); Exhibit 50 at 14 (same); Exhibit 51 at 22 (same). 

VIII. CLASSIFICATION OF THE INFRINGING PRODUCTS UNDER THE HARMONIZED TARIFF 

SCHEDULE 

 On information and belief, the Accused Products fall within at least the 8471.41, 

8528.72, 9506.91 classifications of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule (“HTS”) of the United States, 

including: 

 8471.41.0150 
 8528.72.7220 
 8528.72.7240 
 9506.91.0010 
 9506.91.0020 
 9506.91.0030 

 
These HTS classification numbers are intended to be for illustration only and are not exhaustive 

of the products accused on infringement in this Complaint.  These HTS classification numbers are 

not intended to limit the scope of the Investigation.  
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IX. DOMESTIC INDUSTRY 

 A domestic industry, as defined by Sections 337(a)(3)(A), (B) and (C), presently 

exists with respect to DISH’s activities in the United States related to articles protected by the 

Asserted Patents by reason of DISH’s (1) significant investment in plant and equipment, 

(2) significant employment of labor and capital, and (3) substantial investment in the exploitation of 

the Asserted Patents.  Specifically, DISH has made and continues to make significant domestic 

investments related streaming components and systems containing same.  

 In this regard, references to “DISH” and its investments below refer to the 

investments of DDBS, DTL, STL, or one of their wholly owned subsidiaries, such that the 

investments are ultimately attributable to at least DDBS, which owns co-complainants DTL and 

STL.  

A. Technical Prong 

 The patented ABR technology represents the state of the art in the field of streaming 

digital content via the Internet.  DISH developed and deployed its streaming services based on its 

realization that there would be a major shift to IP-based video.  CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 7 at 

¶ 20.  The purchase of the ABR technology from Move Networks in 2010 was related to this 

realization and to DISH’s efforts to provide digital content directly to consumers over the Internet.  

Id. 

 The patented ABR technology is practiced by Internet-enabled client devices that 

receive streamlets prepared by streamlet servers, which are stored on media servers and CDN 

servers, all within the United States, to perform adaptive-rate streaming of content over the Internet. 

Id. at ¶¶ 21–22.  DISH owns a large number of the Internet-enabled client devices that are used to 

receive its streaming services, including Internet-enabled set-top boxes.  Id. at ¶ 22.  DISH leases or 
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sells these Internet-enabled set-top boxes to its customers.  Id.  DISH owns and operates streamlet 

servers, media servers, and CDN servers.  Id.  

 The operation of DISH’s infrastructure to support streaming using the patented 

ABR technology is described in CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 7, Declaration of Greg Harding, for 

example, at ¶ 23.  All of this infrastructure is located within the United States.  CONFIDENTIAL 

Exhibit 7 at ¶ 23. 

 Either alone or in combination, DISH’s streamlet servers, media servers, CDN 

servers, and Internet-enabled client devices practice, support the practice, or are required to practice, 

at least one claim of each of the Asserted Patents when used to provide streaming services to DISH 

TV and Sling TV subscribers. 

1. Covered Services 

 DISH provides Pay-TV streaming services, including both Internet-based live 

linear service and Internet-based VOD, under both the DISH TV and Sling TV brands in the United 

States.  Id. at ¶¶ 25 & 26.  DISH TV subscribers can stream content via Internet-enabled set-top 

boxes using built-in functionality, via Internet-enabled computers using the DISHanywhere.com 

website, or via a smartphone or tablet via the DISH Anywhere mobile application, while Sling TV 

subscribers can stream content via client applications developed for various smartphones, tablets, 

and other streaming devices, such as Apple TV, Roku, Amazon Fire TV, and Google Chromecast.  

Id.  All of these streaming services (collectively, the “Covered Services”) practice at least part of the 

following independent claims of the Asserted Patents: 

Asserted Patent Claims Charts at CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 11215 
The ’564 Patent 1 and 8 DISH-CHARTS-1 – DISH-CHARTS-56 
The ’554 Patent 1, 16, 26, and 30 DISH-CHARTS-57 – DISH-CHARTS-157 
The ’555 Patent 1, 10, 18, and 26 DISH-CHARTS-158 – DISH-CHARTS-257 

 
15 Page numbers refer to the “DISH-CHARTS-” page numbers at the bottom right. 
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Asserted Patent Claims Charts at CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 11215 
The ’156 Patent 1 DISH-CHARTS-258 – DISH-CHARTS-281 
The ’680 Patent 1, 14, 22, and 28 DISH-CHARTS-282 – DISH-CHARTS-389 

 
 Claim charts demonstrating how the Covered Services practice at least part of at 

least one independent claim of each of the Asserted Patents are attached hereto as 

CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 112.   

2. Covered Streamlet Servers 

 DISH’s streamlet servers (collectively, the “Covered Streamlet Servers”) create and 

encode streamlets for the Covered Services.  Confidential Exhibit 7 at ¶ 30.  At least the following 

claims of the Asserted Patents recite either a system or a method that uses such streamlets:    

Asserted Patent Claims Charts at CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 11216 
The ’564 Patent 1 and 8 DISH-CHARTS-1 – DISH-CHARTS-56 
The ’554 Patent 1, 16, 26, and 30 DISH-CHARTS-57 – DISH-CHARTS-157 
The ’555 Patent 1, 10, 18, and 26 DISH-CHARTS-158 – DISH-CHARTS-257 
The ’156 Patent 1 DISH-CHARTS-258 – DISH-CHARTS-281 
The ’680 Patent 1, 14, 22, and 28 DISH-CHARTS-282 – DISH-CHARTS-389 

 
 Claim charts demonstrating how the Covered Streamlet Servers support the practice 

of least one independent claim of each of the Asserted Patents are attached hereto as 

CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 112.  For example, claim 1 of the ’554 Patent recites a system that stores 

encoded streamlets that are used to stream video to end user stations over the Internet.  And claim 

16 of the ’554 Patent recites an end user station that receives and plays back streamlets received 

from a server storing streamlets.  Those streamlets are created and encoded by the Covered Streamlet 

Servers and thus the Covered Streamlet Servers support the practice of these claims. 

 
16 Page numbers refer to the “DISH-CHARTS-” page numbers at the bottom right. 
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3. Covered Media Servers 

 DISH’s media servers (collectively, the “Covered Media Servers”) store media for 

the Covered Services.  Confidential Exhibit 7 at ¶ 33.  At least the following claims of the Asserted 

Patents recite either a system or a method that uses such stored media:    

Asserted Patent Claims Charts at CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 11217 
The ’564 Patent 1 and 8 DISH-CHARTS-1 – DISH-CHARTS-56 
The ’554 Patent 1, 16, 26, and 30 DISH-CHARTS-57 – DISH-CHARTS-157 
The ’555 Patent 1, 10, 18, and 26 DISH-CHARTS-158 – DISH-CHARTS-257 
The ’156 Patent 1 DISH-CHARTS-258 – DISH-CHARTS-281 
The ’680 Patent 1, 14, 22, and 28 DISH-CHARTS-282 – DISH-CHARTS-389 

 
 Claim charts demonstrating how the Covered Media Servers directly practice, or 

support the practice of, at least one independent claim of each of the Asserted Patents are attached 

hereto as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 112.  For example, claim 1 of the ’554 Patent recites a system 

that stores encoded streamlets that are used to stream video to end user stations over the Internet.  

Thus, the Covered Media Servers directly practice claim 1 of the ’554 Patent.  Claim 16 of the ’554 

Patent recites an end user station that receives and plays back streamlets received from a server 

storing streamlets.  Those streamlets are stored in Covered Media Servers.  Thus, the Covered Media 

Servers support the practice of Claim 16 of the ’554 Patent. 

4. Covered CDN Servers 

 DISH’s CDN servers (collectively, the “CDN Servers”) also store media for the 

Covered Services.  Confidential Exhibit 7 at ¶ 36.  At least the following claims of the Asserted 

Patents recite either a system or a method that uses such stored media:    

Asserted Patent Claims Charts at CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 11218 
The ’564 Patent 1 and 8 DISH-CHARTS-1 – DISH-CHARTS-56 
The ’554 Patent 1, 16, 26, and 30 DISH-CHARTS-57 – DISH-CHARTS-157 
The ’555 Patent 1, 10, 18, and 26 DISH-CHARTS-158 – DISH-CHARTS-257 

 
17 Page numbers refer to the “DISH-CHARTS-” page numbers at the bottom right. 
18 Page numbers refer to the “DISH-CHARTS-” page numbers at the bottom right. 
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Asserted Patent Claims Charts at CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 11218 
The ’156 Patent 1 DISH-CHARTS-258 – DISH-CHARTS-281 
The ’680 Patent 1, 14, 22, and 28 DISH-CHARTS-282 – DISH-CHARTS-389 

 
 Claim charts demonstrating how the Covered CDN Servers support the practice of 

at least one independent claim of each of the Asserted Patents are attached hereto as 

CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 112.  For example, claim 1 of the ’554 Patent recites a system that 

stores encoded streamlets that are used to stream video to end user stations over the Internet.  Thus, 

the Covered CDN Servers directly practice claim 1 of the ’554 Patent.  Claim 16 of the ’554 Patent 

recites an end user station that receives and plays back streamlets received from a server storing 

streamlets.  Those streamlets are also stored in Covered CDN Servers.  Thus, the Covered CDN 

Servers support the practice of Claim 16 of the ’554 Patent. 

5. Covered Client Devices 

 DISH leases, has leased, sells, sold, and has sold Internet-enabled client devices to 

support the Covered Services using the patented ABR technology.  CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 7 at 

¶ 38.  These devices include the Hopper, Hopper with Sling, Hopper 3, Hopper Duo, and Wally set-

top boxes.  Id.  DISH also developed and provides its DISH TV and Sling TV subscribers with a 

website and mobile applications via which subscribers can stream content using their own client 

devices, such as a smartphone or tablet.  Id. at ¶ 39.  In addition, DISH sells or has sold Internet-

enabled client devices for the Sling TV subscribers that support Internet streaming using the patented 

ABR technology, including the AirTV Player and AirTV Mini streaming devices.  Id. at ¶ 40.   

 Each of the foregoing devices, websites, and mobile applications (collectively, the 

“Covered Client Devices”) practices at least the following independent claims of the Asserted 

Patents: 
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Asserted Patent Claims Charts at CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 11219 
The ’564 Patent 1 and 8 DISH-CHARTS-1 – DISH-CHARTS-56 
The ’554 Patent 16 and 30 DISH-CHARTS-57 – DISH-CHARTS-157 
The ’555 Patent 10 and 26 DISH-CHARTS-158 – DISH-CHARTS-257 
The ’156 Patent 1 DISH-CHARTS-258 – DISH-CHARTS-281 
The ’680 Patent 14 and 28 DISH-CHARTS-282 – DISH-CHARTS-389 

 
 Claim charts demonstrating how the Covered Client Devices directly practice at 

least one independent claim of each of the Asserted Patents are attached hereto as 

CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 112.  

 DISH's Covered Client Devices receive streaming media to implement the Covered 

Services.    

* * * * * 

 “Covered DISH Devices” refers collectively to the foregoing Internet-enabled 

Covered Client Devices and the Covered Streamlet Servers, Covered Media Servers, and Covered 

CDN Servers that work together as a system to provide the DISH TV services using the patented 

ABR technology.  

 “Covered Sling Devices” refers collectively to the foregoing Internet-enabled 

Covered Client Devices and the Covered Streamlet Servers, Covered Media Servers, and Covered 

CDN Servers that work together as a system to provide the Sling TV services using the patented 

ABR technology. 

 And the term “Covered Products” refers collectively to the Covered DISH Devices 

and the Covered Sling Devices. 

 
19 Page numbers refer to the “DISH-CHARTS-” page numbers at the bottom right. 
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 Photographs of Complainants’ representative Covered Client Devices and a DISH 

server rack representative of the Covered Streamlet Servers, Covered Media Servers, and Covered 

CDN Servers are attached as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 113. 

B. Economic Prong 

 Since launching its first satellites in 1995, DISH and its affiliated companies have 

continued to invest millions of dollars in research and development and the acquisition of novel 

technologies that resolve long felt problems and needs across its industry.  CONFIDENTIAL 

Exhibit 6 at ¶ 8.  DISH’s technologies have won numerous awards over the decades, including: the 

2002 CES Best of Show for DISHPVR 721 Set Top Box; the 2006 CNET, Editor’s Choice Award 

for ViP®622 DVR; the 2008 CNET, Editor’s Choice Award for ViP®722 DVR; the 2012 Popular 

Mechanics Editors’ Choice Award for DISH’s Hopper® Whole-Home HD DVR; the 2013 CES Best 

of Show award for the DISH’s Hopper™ with Sling® Whole-Home HD DVR; the 2015 Engadget, 

Best of the Best of CES for Sling TV; and the 2016 PC Magazine, The Best of CES 2016, Best 

Home Theater Gear: Hopper 3.  Exhibit 114; Exhibit 115. 

 DISH and its affiliated companies are leading providers of satellite TV and Internet 

streaming services.  They are leading investors and innovators in infrastructure and technologies that 

will meet the personalized needs of its increasingly diverse pool of customers.  CONFIDENTIAL 

Exhibit 6 at ¶ 95. 

 As the public continues to increasingly rely on the Internet for its informational and 

entertainment needs, one such problem into which DISH and its affiliated companies have dedicated 

great time and resources is to improve the quality of streaming media.  CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 

7 at ¶ 46.  The specific entities that implement and own the technology covered by the Asserted 

Patents—namely, DDBS and its subsidiaries, DTL, and STL—have undergone significant evolution 
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as they have improved upon this technology and advanced reliable delivery of high-resolution 

content over the Internet.  CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 6 at ¶ 29.   

 One of the biggest advancements in this regard was achieved by Move Networks, 

the relevant assets of which were acquired for $45 million in 2010.  CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 7 

at ¶ 47.  Move Networks developed the ABR technology claimed in the Asserted Patents.  Id.   

 DDBS subsidiaries started providing subscribers with streaming access to digital 

content using the patented ABR technology as early as 2011.  Id. at ¶ 48.  DISH TV subscribers 

could access this content via the DISHonline.com website in 2011 and then via Internet-enabled set-

top boxes, such as the Hopper, no later than 2012.  Id.  These were DISH’s first commercial products 

to use the patented ABR technology.  Id. 

 Building further on the patented ABR technology, DDBS subsidiaries also 

developed a mobile application for Android and iOS devices through which DISH TV subscribers 

could access DISH streaming content using a smartphone or tablet. Id. at ¶ 49.  Specifically, the 

patented ABR technology was built into the existing “DISH Remote Access” mobile application, 

which was renamed the “DISH Anywhere” mobile application around this same time as part of a 

rebranding effort and DISH’s promotion of a suite of products referred to collectively as “DISH 

Anywhere.”  Id.  The DISHonline.com website also was replaced with the DISHanywhere.com 

website.  Id.  These are the current names of these products.  Id. 

 When EchoStar transferred a controlling interest in STL to DISH in 2014, DDBS 

and its subsidiaries invested nearly $9 million in property and equipment as part the transaction with 

EchoStar.  CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 6 at ¶ 33.  DDBS and its subsidiaries also made over $25 

million in other investments in STL that year.  Id.   
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 Continuing to build on Move Networks’ patented ABR technology and its growing 

catalog of digital content, DISH launched the Sling TV brand subscription television service in the 

United States in 2015.  CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 7 at ¶ 50.  This OTT service includes both 

IPVOD and Internet-based live linear streaming video programming services.  Id. 

 In 2017, DISH launched the AirTV Player streaming device.  Id. at ¶ 51.  The AirTV 

Player integrated multiple streaming services into a single device, including Sling TV and Netflix.  

Id.  The AirTV Player uses the patented ABR technology.  Id. 

 DISH’s R&D in the patented ABR technology and the products that implement that 

technology have been ongoing since the purchase of Move Networks assets and the Asserted Patents 

in 2010.  Id. at ¶ 52.  As a result of this ongoing R&D, and to remain competitive, DISH continuously 

releases new generations of Internet-enabled set-top boxes and streaming devices that use and build 

upon the patented ABR technology.  Id.  The Hopper with Sling was released in 2013, the Hopper 3 

was released in 2016, the Wally was released in 2016, and the Hopper Duo was released in 2018.  

Id.  The AirTV Mini was released in 2019.  Id. 

 With regard to set-top boxes in particular, DISH often upgrades or replaces 

subscriber equipment as its technology is improved and updated.  CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 6 at 

¶ 37.  The costs associated with these upgrades are substantial.  Id. 

 DISH’s investments in the plant, equipment, labor, and capital that support these 

products (i.e., the Covered Products) and the corresponding streaming services (i.e., the Covered 

Services) also have been ongoing since at least 2010.  Id. at ¶ 38.  In this regard, DISH has created 

a vast infrastructure of land, buildings, and personnel that research, design, develop, remanufacture, 

market, sell, and support the Covered Products and Covered Services.  Id.   
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 At all times during which DISH intends to rely on its domestic investments to 

satisfy the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement, the Asserted Patents were owned 

or licensed to DISH and/or its subsidiaries.  See 19 C.F.R. § 210.12(9)(iv).  Copies of the licenses 

that DISH intends to rely on for this purpose are attached hereto as CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 116 

and CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 117. 

1. Significant Investment in Plant and Equipment 

 There is a domestic industry as defined under Subsection (A) for each of the Asserted 

Patents at least because DISH has made, and continues to make, significant investments in plant and 

equipment in the United States with respect to the Covered Services and Covered Products.  DISH 

is headquartered in Englewood, Colorado and has numerous facilities that it leases or owns 

throughout the United States, including the following that perform at least some activity in support 

of the Covered Services and Covered Products: 

Description Location(s) 
Corporate Headquarters  Englewood, Colorado 

Customer Call Center and General 
Offices 

 Littleton, Colorado and Roseland, New Jersey 

Customer Call Centers 
 Bluefield, West Virginia;  Christiansburg, Virginia; 
Harlingen, Texas; Hilliard, Ohio; Phoenix, Arizona; 

Thornton, Colorado; and Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Customer Call Center, Warehouse, 
Service, and Remanufacturing Center 

El Paso, Texas 

Data Center  Cheyenne, Wyoming 
Digital Broadcast Operations Centers  Cheyenne, Wyoming and Gilbert, Arizona 

Engineering Offices and Service Center  Englewood, Colorado 

Engineering Offices 
 American Fork, Utah; Foster City, California; and 

Superior, Colorado 
IT Development Center  Denver, Colorado 

Regional Digital Broadcast Operations 
Centers 

 Monee, Illinois;  New Braunfels, Texas;  Quicksburg, 
Virginia; and Spokane, Washington 

Service and Remanufacturing Center  Spartanburg, South Carolina 
Warehouse and Distribution Center  Denver, Colorado and Forest Park, Georgia 

Warehouse  Denver, Colorado 
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These facilities include millions of square feet of space that are used to support the Covered 

Services and Covered Products.  See CONFIDENTIAL Exhibit 6 at ¶¶ 39–94. 

 In 2020 alone, DDBS and its subsidiaries owned over $301.0 million in buildings 

and improvements, nearly $13.2 million in land, and nearly $2.0 billion in furniture, fixtures and 

equipment in the United States.  Id. at ¶ 106.   

 Because a significant amount of DISH’s investments in these plants and equipment 

was directed to supporting the Covered Services and Covered Products, a significant amount of these 

investments can be attributed to the domestic industry for the Asserted Patents.  Id. at ¶¶ 107–113.  

Further details about the plants and equipment used or leased by DISH in connection with the 

Covered Services and Covered Products are described in the Confidential Declaration of Stuart 

Kroonenberg.  Id. at § IV.A. 

2. Significant Employment of Labor and Capital 

 There is a domestic industry as defined under Subsection (B) for each of the Asserted 

Patents at least because DISH has made, and continues to make, significant investments in the 

employment of labor and capital in the United States with respect to the Covered Services and 

Covered Products.  DISH’s Pay-TV segment employs thousands of people in the United States.  Id. 

at ¶ 114.  From 2011—when DISH was selling commercial products using the patented ABR 

technology—through October 2020, DISH paid its employees that support the Covered Products 

and Covered Services billions of dollars in salaries and benefits.  Id. at ¶ 115. 

   DISH also incurs significant on-going costs to obtain new subscribers.  Id. at ¶ 

116.  Subscriber acquisition costs include the cost of subsidized sales of DBS receiver systems to 

independent third-party retailers and other independent third-party distributors of DISH TV 

equipment, the cost of subsidized sales of DBS receiver systems directly by DISH to subscribers, 
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including net costs related to promotional incentives, costs related to DISH’s direct sales efforts and 

costs related to installation and acquisition advertising.  Id.   

 DISH also invests substantially in acquiring new technology.  One such investment 

was the purchase of Move Networks assets and the patented ABR technology for $45 million in 

2010.  Id. at ¶ 30. 

 Because a significant amount of DISH’s investment in this labor and capital was 

directed to supporting the Covered Services and Covered Products, a significant amount of these 

investments can be attributed to the domestic industry for the Asserted Patents.  Id. at ¶ 125.  Further 

details about the labor and capital employed by DISH in connection with the Covered Services and 

Covered Products are described in the Confidential Declaration of Stuart Kroonenberg.  Id. at 

§ IV.B. 

3. Substantial Investments in Exploiting the Patented Technology 

 There also is a domestic industry as defined under Subsection (C) for each of the 

Asserted Patents at least because DISH has made, and continues to make, substantial United States 

investments in the exploitation of the ABR technology of the Asserted Patents, including, by way of 

example, investments in engineering, research, and development.  In addition to the foregoing plant, 

equipment, labor, and capital, DISH has recognized significant investments in research and 

development in the technology it has purchased.  When Move Networks assets were purchased in 

2010, for example, DISH recognized a $26 million investment in in-progress research and 

development in the patented ABR technology.  Id. at ¶ 127.  DISH’s investments in research and 

development directed to this technology are ongoing and remain substantial.  Further details about 

the exploitation of the ABR technology of the Asserted Patents in connection with the Covered 

Services and Covered Products are described in the Confidential Declaration of Stuart Kroonenberg.  

Id. at § IV.C. 
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*** 
 DISH’s investments in the relevant domestic industry are continuing and ongoing.   

X. LICENSES 

 The Asserted Patents are licensed to the entities listed in CONFIDENTIAL 

Exhibit 45. 

XI. RELATED LITIGATION 

 On January 25, 2019, DTL and STL filed a complaint against Univision 

Communications Inc. in the United States District Court for the District of Delaware alleging 

infringement of the U.S. Patent No. 7,818,444, U.S. Patent No. 8,402,156, U.S. Patent No.  

9,071,668, and the ’564 Patent.  See DISH Technologies LLC et al v. Univision Communications 

Inc., Case No. 1-19-cv-00144 (DDE).  The case was terminated on April 3, 2019. 

 On August 24, 2018, DTL filed a complaint against Jadoo TV, Inc. in the United 

States District Court for the Northern District of California alleging infringement of the U.S. Patent 

No. 7,818,444, U.S. Patent No. 8,402,156, U.S. Patent No. 9,071,668, and the ’564 Patent.  See 

DISH Technologies LLC et al v. Jadoo TV, Inc., Case No. 5-18-cv-05214 (NDCA).  The case is 

currently pending. 

 On March 11, 2021, The Teaching Company, LLC, Comcast Cable 

Communications Management, LLC d/b/a Comcast Technology Solutions, and Comcast Cable 

Communications, LLC filed a complaint against Sling TV L.L.C. and DISH Technologies L.L.C. in 

the United States District Court for the District of Colorado seeking declaratory judgment of non-

infringement of the U.S. Patent No. 7,818,444, U.S. Patent No. 8,402,156, U.S. Patent No.  

9,071,668, and the ’564 Patent.  See The Teaching Company, LLC et al v. Sling TV LLC et al., Case 

No. 1-21-cv-00740 (D. Col.).  The case is currently pending. 
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 Other than the litigations identified above, DISH is not aware of any other litigation 

before any court or agency that is related to the Asserted Patents. 

XII. REQUESTED RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, by reason of the foregoing, Complainant respectfully requests that 

the U.S. International Trade Commission: 

 Institute an investigation pursuant to Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as 

amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337, with respect to violations based upon the unlawful importation into the 

United States, the sale for importation into the United States, and/or sale within the United States 

after importation by the Proposed Respondents of fitness devices, streaming components thereof, 

and systems containing same that infringe one or more claims of the Asserted Patents; 

 Schedule and conduct a hearing on said unlawful acts for the purposes of 

(i) receiving evidence and hearing arguments concerning whether there has been a violation of 

Section 337, and (ii) determining that there has been a violation of Section 337; 

  Issue a permanent limited exclusion order pursuant to Section 337(d) directed to 

products that are manufactured, imported, sold for importation, or sold after importation by or on 

behalf of the Proposed Respondents and their subsidiaries, related companies, and agents, excluding 

from entry into the United States fitness devices, streaming components thereof, and systems 

containing same that infringe one or more claims of the Asserted Patents; 

 Issue permanent cease and desist orders pursuant to Section 337(f) prohibiting each 

of the Proposed Respondents and their subsidiaries, related companies, and agents from engaging in 

unfair acts including, but not limited to, the importation, selling for importation, marketing, 

advertising, testing, evaluating, demonstrating, warehousing inventory for, distribution, offering for 

sale, selling, selling after importation, distributing, using, licensing, providing technical support for 

and/or otherwise transferring within the United States fitness devices, streaming components 
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thereof, and systems containing same that infringe, directly or indirectly, one or more claims of the 

Asserted Patents, and from engaging in any other commercial activities related to such products in 

the United States; 

 Impose a bond on importation and sales of infringing products during the 60-day 

Presidential review period pursuant to Section 337(j); and 

 Grant such other and further relief as the Commission deems just and proper under 

the law, based on the facts determined by the investigation and the authority of the Commission. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

Dated:  April 13, 2021 /s/ Lisa M. Kattan   
  Lisa M. Kattan 

Jamie R. Lynn 
Thomas C. Martin 
Samuel L. Kassa 
BAKER BOTTS L.L.P. 
700 K Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone: 202.639.7700 
Fax: 202.639.7890 
 
G. Hopkins Guy, III 
BAKER BOTTS L.L.P. 
1001 Page Mill Road 
Building One, Suite 200 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
Telephone: 650.739.7500 
Facsimile: 650.739.7699 

Ali Dhanani  
Bradley Bowling 
BAKER BOTTS L.L.P. 
One Shell Plaza 
Houston, TX 77002-4995 
Telephone: 713.229.1234 
Facsimile: 713.229.1522 

Kurt Pankratz  
Bethany Salpietra 
BAKER BOTTS L.L.P. 
2001 Ross Ave., Suite 900 
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Dallas, TX  75201 
Telephone: 214.953.6500 
Facsimile: 214.953.6503 
 
Counsel for Complainants DISH 
DBS Corporation, DISH 
Technologies L.L.C. and Sling TV 
L.L.C. 

 
 






